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Diverse structures of mixed-metal oxides containing
rare earths and their magnetic properties
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The solid state chemistry of mixed-metal oxides containing rare earths (4f elements) and 4d or 5d transition elements has attracted
a great deal of interest, because these materials adopt a diverse range of structures and show a wide range of electronic properties
due to 4f and 4d (or 5d) electrons. We have focused our attention on the structural chemistry and magnetic properties of
perovskite-type oxides with the general formula AnLnMn¹1O3n (A = Ca, Sr, Ba; Ln = rare earths; M = Ru, Ir; n = 14). Their
structures are controlled by changing the ratio of the Ln and M ions, and peculiar magnetic properties and magnetic structures
have been investigated by magnetic susceptibility, specific heat and neutron diffraction measurements.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the most stable oxidation state of rare
earth ions is trivalent, and the electron configuration of Ln3+ ions
is [Xe]4f n ([Xe]: xenon electronic core). The magnetic properties
of the rare earth ions are fascinating for the reason of their
systematic variety and intelligible complexity. They are highly
localized electrons, and the shielding by the surrounding 5s and
5p electrons in the outer shell makes the magnetic interactions
between 4f electrons in the condensed matter very weak, com-
pared with those between d electrons. In fact, many of the rare
earth oxides order magnetically when the temperature is decreas-
ed down to below 4K.
One of the most challenging problems in the modern chemistry

of rare earth compounds is to find a compound in which strong
magnetic super-exchange interactions between 4f electrons exist,
which give rise to a long-range magnetic ordering at relatively
high temperatures, and to elucidate their mechanism.
We have been focusing our attention on the crystal structures

of the perovskite-type compounds containing rare earth ions. The
rare earth ion is relatively large and tends to adopt a high coor-
dination number. Therefore, the rare earth ion usually sits at the
A site of the perovskite-type oxides ABO3. Not the A site ions
but the B site ions normally determine the physical properties of
the perovskites.1)

In this review article, we describe the preparation and struc-
tures of ALnO3 (A = alkaline earth elements; Ln = rare earths)
and AnLnMn¹1O3n (n = 24) in which the rare earth elements are
situated at the B-site of the perovskite-type oxides. Through
magnetic susceptibility, specific heat, and neutron diffraction
measurements, their magnetic properties have been studied.

2. ALnO3 (A ¦ Ba, Sr; Ln ¦ Pr, Tb)

Among seventeen rare earth elements, cerium, praseodymium
and terbium have the tetravalent state in addition to the triva-
lent state. The electron configuration of Pr4+ and Tb4+ ions are

[Xe]4f1 and [Xe]4f7 (half-filled 4f shell), respectively. These
electronic configurations simplify the analysis of the electronic
properties of 4f electrons in solids, and it is easy to compare the
experimental results with theoretical calculations.
Since the ionic radius of tetravalent rare earths is considerably

smaller than that of the corresponding trivalent rare earths, Pr4+

and Tb4+ ions should be situated at the B-site of the perovskite.
Under flowing oxygen atmosphere, BaPrO3, BaTbO3, SrPrO3 and
SrTbO3 could be prepared. They are crystallized orthorhombi-
cally (space group: Pnma).2)5) Electron paramagnetic resonance
measurements clearly showed that the oxidation state of Pr and
Tb is in the tetravalent state.6),7) Magnetic susceptibility, specific
heat and neutron diffraction measurements show that BaPrO3,
SrTbO3 and BaTbO3 order magnetically at relatively high tem-
peratures, i.e., 11.7, 32.0, and 33.4K, respectively.5),7),8) Figure 1
shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
for SrTbO3 and BaTbO3. X-ray diffraction measurements show
that PrOPr (TbOTb) is almost linearly aligned in their struc-
tures, which results in the strong magnetic super-exchange inter-
action via oxygen atoms. For the case of SrPrO3, the bond angle
of PrOPr is 140° and no magnetic ordering has been observed
down to 1.8K.4)

Magnetic structures for any of these compounds is the G-type
one from their neutron diffraction measurements. Figure 2 shows
the magnetic structure of SrTbO3 measured at 2.0K.5)

3. Double perovskites A2LnMO6
(A ¦ Ba, Sr, Ca; M ¦ Ru)

The perovskites have the flexibility of chemical composition
and the possibility of combination of many kinds of ions. By
selecting large alkaline earth elements such as Sr and Ba at the A
site atoms in the ABO3, one can accommodate the rare earth (Ln)
with smaller transition elements (M) at the 6-coordinate B sites.
Since the size of the Ln and M cations are sufficiently different,
they are regularly ordered over the six-coordinate B sites.
Since highly oxidized cations from the second or third transi-

tion series sometimes show quite unusual magnetic behavior,
many studies have been performed on the preparation and mag-
netic properties of double perovskite oxides containing both rare
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earth and such transition metals, A2LnMO6 (A = Sr, Ba; Ln =
rare earths; M = Ru, Os, Ir, Re).9)26) Among them, magnetic
properties of pentavalent ruthenium-containing oxides have
aroused a great deal of interest, because the Ru5+ ion has the
largest possible spin (S = 3/2).
The Rietveld analyses of their X-ray diffraction patterns for

A2LnRuO6 compounds show that for A = Ba, the compounds
with large rare earths (Ln = Pr, Nd) adopt a monoclinic unit cell
(space group P21/n) and those with small rare earths (Ln = Sm

Lu) adopt a cubic unit cell (space group Fm-3m). Figure 3 shows
their schematic structures. For A = Sr, any of these compounds
adopt the monoclinic unit cell (space group P21/n). The struc-
tural analysis show that the Ln and Ru ions are arranged in an
alternating manner (NaCl-type). For Ca2LnRuO6, X-ray diffrac-
tion measurements show that Ca2+ ions partially occupy the B-
site, i.e., Ca2+ and Ln3+ ions are partially disordered at the A-site
and half of the B-site of the perovskite ABO3, and that Ca2+/
Ln3+ and Ru5+ ions located at the B site are regularly ordered.27)

Therefore, these compounds should be represented by Ca2¹xLnx-
[Ln1¹xCax]RuO6. The ratio of the Ln3+ ion located at the A-site
varies with its ionic radius, as shown in Fig. 4.
All the A2LnRuO6 compounds prepared in this study show

an antiferromagnetic transitions at low temperatures. Figure 5
shows the antiferromagnetic transition temperature for A2LnRuO6

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for (a) SrTbO3 and (b) BaTbO3. The inset shows the
temperature dependence of the reciprocal ZFC susceptibility and the CurieWeiss fitting.

Fig. 2. Magnetic structure of SrTbO3 measured at 2.0K.

Fig. 3. The relationship between monoclinic and cubic double
perovskites A2LnMO6. Solid and dotted lines show the cubic cell and
the monoclinic cell, respectively.

Fig. 4. The ratio of the Ln3+ ions at the A-site in the double perovskite
A2LnRuO6 (x) against the Ln3+ radius.
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against the Ln (atomic number). For A = Ba and Sr compounds,
the Néel temperatures of the A2LnRuO6 (Ln º Y, La, Eu) com-
pounds are higher than those for Ln = Y, La, Eu compounds. This
fact indicates that the magnetic transition is mainly due to the
magnetic cooperative phenomena between Ru5+ (4d3) and Ln3+

(4fn) ions. When the A-site cation is changed from Ba to Sr to Ca,
the Néel temperature for A2LnRuO6 compounds decreases con-
siderably. With decreasing the size of A-site cation, the alignment
of LnORu deviates from 180°, which results in weakening the
magnetic super-exchange interaction between f and d electrons via
oxygen atoms. In the case of A =Ca, the Néel temperatures for
Ln = LaHo compounds are nearly constant, which reflects the
fact that the B-site cations are Ru and Ca.
Neutron diffraction measurements show that the magnetic

structures of these compounds are based on the type I ordering
of Ru5+ and Ln3+ ions and schematic magnetic structures of
A2LnRuO6 are shown in Fig. 6. The A2LnRuO6 (Ln = Tb, Ho,
Er, Tm) compounds adopt the magnetic structure (a), while the
A2LnRuO6 compounds with Pr, Nd, Yb adopt the structure (b).23)

The difference between these magnetic structures is in the
arrangement of the magnetic moments of Ln3+ and Ru5+ ions
in the ab plane. For example, in the case of Sr2TbRuO6, the
moments of Ln3+ and Ru5+ are antiparallel with each other, while
they are parallel for Ba2PrRuO6. The magnetic structure data are
summarized in Table 1.

4. Triple perovskites Ba3LnM2O9 (M ¦ Ru)

Next, we paid our attention to the structure and magnetic
properties of triple perovskite oxides containing rare earth and
ruthenium, Ba3LnRu2O9.

Structures of perovskite oxides (ABO3) can be regarded as the
stacking of close-packed AO3 layers and the filling of subsequent
octahedral sites by B-site ions. The difference in the stacking
sequence changes the way of linkage of BO6 octahedra: the
corner-sharing BO6 in the cubic perovskite (3L: three-layer) with
abc+ sequence, the face-sharing BO6 in 2L-perovskite (2L:
two-layer) with ab+ sequence, and mixed linkages between the
corner- and face-sharing in various intergrowth structures.28) The
stacking sequence is controlled by changing the ratio of the Ln
and M ions. Double perovskites Ba2LnMO6 (doubling the for-
mula unit, Fig. 7, left) are formed, when the size and/or charge
of the Ln and M cations are sufficiently different and the ratio of
Ln:M = 1:1.
When the ratio of Ln:M is 1:2, triple perovskites Ba3LnM2O9

are formed. Ln and Ru ions occupy the corner-sharing and face-
sharing sites, respectively, and form the LnO6 octahedron and the
Ru2O9 polyhedron. This Ru2O9 polyhedron consists of two face-
sharing RuO6 octahedra (Ru2O9 dimer)29) (Fig. 7, middle). The
magnetic behavior of this Ru2O9 dimer is attractive because of a
very short RuRu distance (2.52.7A) in the dimer. Therefore,
one expects to find a strong magnetic interaction between Ru ions
in the dimer.
From the analysis of the lattice parameters and bond lengths

for Ba3LnRu2O9, the oxidation state of both Ru and Ln ions
is tetravalent for the Ce, Pr, and Tb compounds, i.e., Ba3Ln4+-
Ru4+2O9.30) On the other hand, the other compounds adopt a
valence configuration of Ba3Ln3+Ru4.5+2O9. Their magnetic
properties change widely with Ln ion, and are summarized in
Table 2. Two kinds of magnetic interactions are important in
determining their magnetic properties. One is the magnetic
interaction between two Ru ions in the Ru2O9 dimer; this brings
about a strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the Ru ions,
and the characteristic temperature-dependence of the magnetic
susceptibilities (a broad maximum above 100K) is observed for
Ba3LnRu2O9. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the magnetic suscepti-
bility vs. temperature curves for Ba3LnRu2O9 (Ln = Y, Lu, Pr).
Another important interaction is the one between the Ru and
Ln ions via the linear RuOLn pathway, which is in common
with the case of double perovskites A2LnRuO6. The magnetic
transition due to the magnetic ordering of Ln ions has been found

Fig. 5. The Néel temperatures (TN) of A2LnRuO6.

Fig. 6. Schematic magnetic structures of (a) A2LnRuO6 (Ln = Tb, Ho,
Er, Tm) and (b) A2LnRuO6 (Ln = Pr, Nd, Yb).

Table 1. Summary of magnetic properties of A2LnRuO6

Ln A Type*1
Direction of
magnetic
moments

®(Ru)/®B ®(Ln)/®B TN (K)

La Ba IIIa c-axis 1.95 ® 29.5
Pr Ba Ip c-axis 2.0 2.2 117
Nd Ba Ip ab-plane 2.2 2.3 57
Tb Sr Ia c-axis 20° 2.99 4.98 41

Ho
Sr Ia c-axis 2.71 6.68 36
Ba Ia c-axis 2.9 9.7 51

Er
Sr Ia ab-plane 2.74 4.59 42
Ba Ia ab-plane 2.9 4.3 40

Tm
Sr Ia c-axis 1.5 1.4 36
Ba Ia c-axis 2.13 1.91 42

Yb
Sr Ip c-axis 20° 3.0 0.92 44
Ba Ip c-axis 20° 2.57 1.00 48

Lu
Sr I ab-plane 2.10 ® 30
Ba I ab-plane 2.06 ® 35

Y
Sr I ab-plane 1.85 ® 26
Ba I ab-plane 2.11 ® 37

Note: *1 Ip; parallel arrangement of magnetic moments between Ln and
Ru ions in the ab plane, Ia; antiferromagnetic arrangement.
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in the Ba3LnRu2O9 compounds (Ln = magnetic ions) below
10K.31) Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility and specific heat for Ba3TbRu2O9, and
Fig. 10 depicts its magnetic structure determined at 2.0K.

5. Quadruple perovskites Ba4LnM3O12 (M ¦ Ru, Ir)

In the Ba3LnM2O9, the ground state of the total spin of the
isolated M2O9 dimer may be zero, i.e., Sdimer = S1 + S2 = 0, for

Fig. 7. Crystal structures of AnLnMn¹1O3n (A = Ca, Sr, Ba; M = Ru, Ir; n = 24).

Table 2. Summary of magnetic properties of 6L-Ba3LnRu2O9

Ln Oxidation state of Ln Ta (K)*1 Tb (K)*2 Neutron diffraction measurements

Y +3 290 4.5 (AF) ®

La +3 22 6.0 (AF) ®

Ce +4 >400 ® ®

Pr +4 380 10.5 (AF) ®

Nd +3 ® 24.0 (F) Ferromagnetic ordering of Nd3+, 1.65 ®B/Nd (at 10K)
Sm +3 180 12.5 (AF) ®

Eu +3 135 9.5 (AF) ®

Gd +3 ® 14.8 (AF) ®

Tb +4 ® 9.5 (AF) Antiferromagnetic ordering of Tb4+, 6.84 ®B/Tb (at 2.0K)
Dy +3 ® 27.8 (AF) ®

Ho +3 ® 10.2 (AF) ®

Er +3 ® 6.0 (AF) ®

Tm +3 ® 8.3 (AF) ®

Yb +3 4.5 (AF) ®

Lu +3 345 9.5 (AF) ®

Note: *1; Temperatures at which a broad maximum was observed in the » vs T curves due to the magnetic ordering of Ru2O9 dimer,
*2; magnetic ordering of Ln ions.

Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for (a) Ba3LnRu2O9 (Ln = Y, Lu) and (b) Ba3PrRu2O9.
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the case that the antiferromagnetic coupling exists between the
M ions.
Then, we started studies on quadruple perovskites Ba4LnM3O12

in which the ratio of Ln:M is 1:3. Three MO6 octahedra are
connected to each other by face-sharing and form a M3O12 trimer.
The M3O12 trimers and LnO6 octahedra are alternately linked
by corner-sharing (Fig. 7, right). As shown in this figure, the
perovskite-type structure with 12 layers is formed (the stacking
sequence: ababcacabcbc+).32)36) In this case, the total magnetic

moment of the M3O12 trimer does not disappear as far as three M
ions are equivalent in the trimer (i.e., Strimer = S1 + S2 + S3 º 0),
and the ground state of the total spin of the M3O12 trimer should
strongly contribute to the magnetic properties of Ba4LnM3O12.
Quadruple perovskites Ba4LnM3O12 (Ln = LaNd, SmLu;

M = Ru, Ir) were prepared as a single phase. The powder X-ray
diffraction measurements and their Rietveld analysis show that
the Ba4LnRu3O12 compounds for Ln = TbLu have a hexagonal
unit cell with space group R-3m (No.166), while those for
Ln = LaNd, SmGd have a monoclinic unit cell with space
group C2/m (No.12) due to the larger difference in the ionic
radius between Ln and Ru.35) On the other hand, all the iridium
compounds Ba4LnIr3O12 were indexed with the monoclinic unit
cell. The MM interatomic distances in the M3O12 trimer are 2.4
2.6¡ for both Ba4LnRu3O12 and Ba4LnIr3O12 compounds. These
distances are much shorter than double the metallic radius of
Ru and Ir (2.72¡),37) indicating that strong interactions between
M ions should exist in the M3O12 trimer.
The lattice parameters and volumes of Ba4LnM3O12 were

plotted against the ionic radius of Ln3+ in Fig. 11. Except for the
compounds having Ln = Ce, Pr, and Tb, the lattice parameters
a, b, c, and ¢ monotonously increase with the Ln3+ ionic radius.
However, the values for Ln = Ce, Pr, and Tb compounds are
considerably smaller than this trend. The LnO bond lengths are
close to the Ln4+O2¹ lengths calculated from Shannon’s ionic
radii.38) These results show that the Ce, Pr, and Tb ions are in the
tetravalent state. Therefore, the oxidation states of Ru and Ir are
also tetravalent (Ba4Ln4+Ru4+3O12, Ba4Ln4+Ir4+3O12). For other
Ln ions, the mean oxidation state of Ru and Ir ions is +4.33
(Ba4Ln3+Ru4.33+3O12, Ba4Ln3+Ir4.33+3O12).39),40)

5.1 Magnetic properties of Ba4Ln3©M4.33©
3O12

Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility for Ba4LnM3O12

give the contrastive results between the ruthenium-containing
compounds Ba4LnRu3O12 and the iridium-containing compounds
Ba4LnIr3O12, and the results are summarized in Table 3. Any of

Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of (a) magnetic susceptibility and
(b) specific heat for Ba3TbRu2O9.

Fig. 10. Magnetic structure of Ba3TbRu2O9 at 2.0K.

Fig. 11. Variation of lattice parameters and volumes for Ba4LnM3O12

(M = Ru, Ir) with Ln3+ radius.
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the Ba4Ln3+Ru4.33+3O12 compounds shows similar magnetic
transitions at very low temperatures, whereas Ba4Ln3+Ir4.33+3O12

(Ln º La, Lu) compounds are paramagnetic down to 1.8K.
Magnetic properties of Ba4Ln3+Ir4.33+3O12 clearly show that

we have to treat the M ions as the M3O12 trimer to understand
their magnetic behavior. Both compounds Ba4Ln3+Ir4.33+3O12

(Ln = La, Lu) are diamagnetic, indicating that the Ir4.33+3O12

trimers are diamagnetic. Other compounds Ba4Ln3+Ir4.33+3O12

(i.e., Ln º La, Lu) are paramagnetic, and their effective magnetic
moments (®eff ) are close to the magnetic moments of Ln3+ ions
(®Ln) (see Table 4). That is, the contribution of the Ir4.33+3O12

trimer to the magnetic properties of Ba4LnIr3O12 is negligible.
As described above section, the distances between Ir atoms in

the Ir3O12 trimer are 2.482.60¡. The short IrIr interatomic
distances in the Ir3O12 trimer suggest the overlap of metal d
orbitals having lobes along the threefold symmetry axis, which
means the formation of molecular orbitals in the Ir3O12 trimer.
The electronic structure of Ru3Cl12 with D3h point symmetry has
been described.41) The energy level scheme of Ir3O12 in the
Ba4LnIr3O12 should be similar to the case of Ru3Cl12, but the
degenerated energy levels are expected to be split into more

levels due to the monoclinic distortion of the Ir3O12 trimer and to
the spinorbit coupling of the 5d electrons (Ir ions). The electron
configuration of the Ir4.33+3O12 trimer (the number of 5d electrons
is 14) with D3h point symmetry is (a1g)2(eg)4(a2u)2(eu)4(eg)2, and
the schematic energy level diagrams for the IrIr interactions in
the Ir4.33+3O12 trimer are illustrated in Fig. 12(c). The highest
occupied eg orbital of the Ir3O12 trimer should be split into two
singlets by the monoclinic distortion, which causes the S = 0
ground state of the filled HOMO level (Strimer = 0). Therefore, the
Ir4.33+3O12 trimer does not contribute to the magnetic properties
of Ba4LnIr3O12 (Ln = La, NdGd, DyLu), and both Ba4LaIr3O12

and Ba4LuIr3O12 are diamagnetic.36)

In a similar way as the case for the Ir3O12 trimer, the electron
configuration of the Ru4.33+3O12 trimer (the number of 4d elec-
trons is 11) with D3h point symmetry is (a1g)2(eg)4(a2u)2(eu)3 and
the schematic energy level diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 12(a).

Table 3. Summary of magnetic properties of 12L-Ba4LnM3O12

Ln
Oxidation
state of Ln

Magnetic properties
(Transition temperature/K)

Ba4LnRu3O12 Ba4LnIr3O12

La 3+ AF (6.0) Dia
Ce 4+ CW AF (10.5)
Pr 4+ AF (2.4) AF (35)
Nd 3+ F (11.0) CW
Sm 3+ AF (3.2) van Vleck
Eu 3+ AF (4.0) van Vleck
Gd 3+ AF (2.5) CW
Tb 4+ AF (24) AF (16)
Dy 3+ AF (30) CW
Ho 3+ AF (8.5) CW
Er 3+ AF (8.0) CW
Tm 3+ AF (8.0) CW
Yb 3+ AF (4.8) CW
Lu 3+ AF (8.0) Dia

Note: AF; antiferromagnetic, F; ferromagnetic, Dia; diamagnetic; CW;
CurieWeiss.

Table 4. Effective magnetic moments of Ba4LnM3O12 (Ln = LaLu;
M = Ru, Ir)

Ln
Electron

configuration

Ba4LnRu3O12 Ba4LnIr3O12

®eff (®B) ®cal (®B) ®eff (®B) ®cal (®B)

La3+ 4f0 2.86 1.73*1 Dia Dia
Ce4+ 4f0 5.01 ® 1.61 1.73*5

Pr4+ 4f1 5.85 5.52*2 2.94 3.07*5

Nd3+ 4f3 4.70 4.01*1 3.60 3.62*6

Sm3+ 4f5 2.88 2.29*3 ® ®

Eu3+ 4f6 1.18 1.73*3 ® ®

Gd3+ 4f7 8.24 8.13*1 7.98 7.94*6

Tb4+ 4f7 8.78 9.33*4 8.02 8.13*5

Dy3+ 4f9 11.20 10.77*1 10.71 10.63*6

Ho3+ 4f10 10.79 10.74*1 10.36 10.60*6

Er3+ 4f11 9.72 9.74*1 9.21 9.59*6

Tm3+ 4f12 7.75 7.77*1 7.31 7.57*6

Yb3+ 4f13 4.70 4.86*1 3.86 4.54*6

Lu3+ 4f14 2.86 1.73*1 Dia Dia

Note: *1: calculated moments for Ln3+ and S = 1/2,

*2: ®cal ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3�®2

Ru4þ
þ®2

Pr4þ

q
,

*3: these values are calculated using the susceptibilities of Ln3+

ions at room temperature,

*4: ®cal ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3�®2

Ru4þ
þ®2

Tb4þ

q
,

*5: calculated moments for Ln4+ and S = 1/2,
*6: free ion values for Ln3+.

Fig. 12. Qualitative molecular orbital diagram for M3O12 trimer in the Ba4LnM3O12 (M = Ru, Ir).
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The highest occupied eu orbital has the S = 1/2 ground state.
Therefore, the Ru4.33+3O12 trimer (Strimer = 1/2) contributes to the
magnetic properties of Ba4LnRu3O12. Figure 13 shows the tem-
perature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility for Ba4LaRu3-
O12. Both Ba4LaRu3O12 and Ba4LuRu3O12 order antiferromag-
netically at 6.0, and 8.0K, respectively. Since La3+ and Lu3+ ions
are diamagnetic, the Ru4.33+3O12 trimers are antiferromagnetically
coupled. Other Ba4LnRu3O12 compounds show similar antiferro-
magnetic transitions at comparable temperatures, which should be
due to the magnetic ordering of the Ru4.33+3O12 trimers.

5.2 Magnetic properties of Ba4Ln4©M4©
3O12

Table 3 shows that the magnetic behavior is contrastive
between two compounds Ba4CeM3O12 (M = Ru, Ir), i.e., the
iridium-containing compound Ba4CeIr3O12 antiferromagnetically
orders at 10.5K, while the ruthenium-containing compound Ba4-
CeRu3O12 shows no magnetic ordering down to 0.5K. Since the
tetravalent Ce4+ ion is diamagnetic, only the M4+ ions (i.e., Ru4+

and Ir4+ ions) contribute to the magnetic properties of Ba4-
CeM3O12 compounds, and this magnetic behavior of Ba4Ln4+-
M4+

3O12 is understandable by considering the magnetic proper-
ties of M4+

3O12 trimer.
In the same way as the case of Ir4.33+3O12, the Ir4+3O12 tri-

mer has fifteen 5d electrons, and its electron configuration is
(a1g)2(eg)4(a2u)2(eu)4(eg)3 [see Fig. 12(d)]. The highest occupied
eg orbitals (doublet) have the S = 1/2 ground state. The anti-
ferromagnetic ordering of Ba4CeIr3O12 is due to this ground
S = 1/2 state. On the other hand, the electron configuration of
the Ru4+3O12 trimer is (a1g)2(eg)4(a2u)2(eu)4, indicating the S = 0
ground state of the filled HOMO, as shown in Fig. 12(b).
Therefore, Ba4CeRu3O12 should be diamagnetic and shows no
magnetic ordering. Actually it is weakly paramagnetic, indicating
that the molecular orbital model is not perfect for the case of
Ru3O12 trimer. We have to consider the excited state. This is
because the 4d electrons are somewhat more localized than the
5d electrons.42)

As listed in Table 3, magnetic susceptibility measurements for
Ba4PrRu3O12 and Ba4PrIr3O12 show that an antiferromagnetic
transition occurs at 2.4 and 35K, respectively. Since Ba4CeRu3-
O12 shows no long-range magnetic ordering down to 0.5K, the
magnetic anomaly observed at 2.4K in Ba4PrRu3O12 is due to the
magnetic interactions of the magnetic moment of Pr4+ ions. The
results of the specific heat measurements and evaluation of the
magnetic entropy change due to the antiferromagnetic ordering
have quantitatively cleared this point.35)

Figure 14 illustrates that the magnetic structure of Ba4TbRu3-
O12 at 2.5K. The magnetic moments of Tb and Ru ions are

collinear and lie on the ab plane. The Ru moments in the Ru3O12

trimer order ferrimagnetically. Along the c-axis, each of the
magnetic moments for Tb and Ru ions are alternately stacked.35)

6. Summary

Structures and magnetic properties of the general formula
AnLnMn¹1O3n (A = alkaline earth elements; Ln = rare earths;
M = Ru, Ir; n = 14) have been studied. For the double perovsk-
ites ALnMO6, antiferromagnetic transitions due to the magnetic
cooperative phenomena between d and f electrons have been
observed at relatively high temperatures. For n = 3, 6L-perovsk-
ite type compounds Ba3LnM2O9 are formed. Peculiar temper-
ature-dependence of the magnetic susceptibility has been found,
which is explained by the df magnetic interactions and the
magnetic coupling between M ions in the M2O9 dimer. For n = 4,
quadruple perovskites Ba4LnM3O12 with 12 layers are formed, in
which M3O12 trimer and LnO6 octahedra are alternately linked by
corner-sharing. Their magnetic behavior has been well explained
by the number of d electrons in the M3O12 trimer and magnetic
properties of Ln ions.
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